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Building the Duomo, c. 1420
You are a project manager overseeing 
the construction of the Duomo, a new 
cathedral in Florence, Italy. It will be 
like nothing else you have helped build 
before. Painters, sculptors, and architects 
everywhere are experimenting with bold 
new styles and designs. They plan to use 
these new ideas in creating the cathedral.

What makes new designs and 
styles appealing?
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This stained glass window from the Duomo depicts 

the Nativity, or the birth of Jesus. The window was 

created by Italian artist Paolo Uccello.

This statue by 15th-century Italian sculptor Luca della Robbia is located in the Duomo.

This new age has placed a great 
value on artistic beauty. As a result, 
the cathedral will be decorated with 
detailed paintings and sculptures.

What effect might these additions 
have on visitors to the cathedral?

Chapter 13

The Renaissance

Chapter 14

The ReformationBuilders of this period have developed 
new technology to help them lift heavy 
equipment and more easily maneuver 
materials around the construction site.

How might this new technology 
aid in building large structures?

The designer of the dome is 
Filippo Brunelleschi, who is using 
new styles and designs to create 
an awe-inspiring cathedral.

What difficulties might arise 
in creating such a structure?
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Renaissance centers

Political border in 1500

0

0 125 250 kilometers

125 250 miles

Chapter

13
Before You Read: Predicting

Scan the main headings in each lesson. Then write 
three questions you hope to answer based on the 
headings. One example is:

What advances were made in art during the Renaissance?
If you find the answer to one of your questions as you 
read, write it in your notebook.

Big Ideas About the Renaissance
Science and Technology New inventions and 
techniques change the way people live.
During the Renaissance, painters, writers, and architects 
used new styles and techniques to create powerful and 
influential works. In addition, Renaissance scholars and 
inventors made key breakthroughs that changed the way of 
thinking in many fields.

Integrated Technology

• Interactive Maps
• Interactive Visuals
• Starting with a Story

Everyday Life in 
the Renaissance

INTERNET RESOURCES

• WebQuest
• Homework Helper
• Research Links
• Internet Activities

• Quizzes
• Maps
• Test Practice
• Current Events

Go to ClassZone.com for

1300s
Renaissance begins 
in Italian cities.

mid-1400s
Johann Gutenberg invents 

the printing press. 

!  (page from Gutenberg Bible)

1453
Ottoman 

Turks capture 
Constantinople.

1325
Aztecs build city of 
Tenochtitlán in Central Mexico.

!  (mask of Aztec rain god)

The Renaissance
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Renaissance Europe, c. 1500

This painting of the Angel Annunciate 
is part of a larger work called the 
Ghent Altarpiece by artist Jan Van Eyck.

1504
Michelangelo unveils his 
famous sculpture David.

!  (upper half of David)

1564
English writer William 
Shakespeare is born.

!  (portrait of Shakespeare)

1587
Shah Abbas I begins 

rule of Safavid Empire.

The Pieta is one of the many 
masterpieces by painter and 
sculptor Michelangelo.

1467
“Warring States” period begins in 
Japan. (samurai on horseback) 

!
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Background: You are about to explore a period in history
known as the Renaissance. This was a time of remarkable
artistic achievement in Europe. The atmosphere in many cities
was one of great creativity and competition as artists worked
to achieve fame and fortune.

To achieve success, Renaissance artists often relied on
patrons. A patron was a person who provided money and
support to an artist. Many patrons were rich merchants
or bankers. Some religious and political leaders were also
patrons. Imagine you are an artist trying to win over a patron
and break out of the crowd.

Famous patron Lorenzo de Medici

!
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II

Starting with a Story

t is just before sunrise, and you are already hard at work in your small
art studio above a busy street in the city of Florence, Italy. All around
you are brushes and paint cans. You have been working on the painting

in front of you for months, and now it all comes down to this: a wealthy
banker is on his way to see your work.

He is looking for an artist to paint portraits of his family. You know
that many other artists are competing against you for this position. You
need this job to support yourself. Your money is running low.

You can’t ask your family for more money. They are just simple farmers
who live in a small village many miles away. They already gave you most of
their savings so you could go to Florence and become an artist. If you gain
the patronage of this banker, your family’s faith in you will be justified.
You could become a wealthy artist and help your family.

The moment of the banker’s arrival nears. You walk back and forth in
front of the painting looking for any flaws. The painting depicts Helen of
Troy, a heroine of a Greek epic poem called the Iliad. You have heard that
the banker likes ancient Greek writings.

You eventually decide that Helen’s eyes do not shine enough. You quickly
grab the smallest brush you can find. For the next hour you painstakingly
work to achieve the look you want. Suddenly, you hear footsteps coming up
the stairs. You look over the painting. Is it good enough? Will the banker
like it? Soon you will know the answer.

Why do people value art so highly?

1. READING: Characterization What personal traits
do you think were necessary to become a successful
Renaissance artist?

2. WRITING: Summarize Based on what you read, write
a paragraph summarizing the relationship between artists
and patrons during the Renaissance.
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MAIN IDEAS

Culture Key events brought an end to the Middle
Ages and feudal life.

Economics Toward the end of the Middle Ages,
trade flourished. This brought new goods and ideas
to an increasing number of people.

Belief Systems The movement known as
humanism stressed the importance of individuals
and encouraged human achievement.

TAKING NOTES
Reading Skill: Categorizing
When you categorize, you sort things into groups with
similar characteristics. Use a chart like the one shown
below to describe the new ways of thinking brought
on by humanism.

Impact of Humanism
 Old Thinking New Thinking

Skillbuilder Handbook, page R6

Lesson

1

! Marco Polo The Italian
trader Marco Polo helped to
build trade between Europe
and Asia with his journeys
across the Silk Roads.

king and Church 
most important 
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onset a start; beginning
(page 429)

At the onset of the war, it
was hard to decide which
side had the advantage.

setback a reverse or
change from better to
worse (page 430)

The deadly epidemic was a
major economic setback for
employers.

instability a state of
not being constant or
dependable (page 432)

Political instability was
constantly disrupting their
daily lives.

Words to Know
Understanding the following words will help you read this lesson:



Origins of the 
Renaissance
Build on What You Know The arts refers to a broad range 
of cultural activities and creations. Consider your favorite movies or 
music. They are all part of the arts. So too are painting, sculpture, 
literature, and architecture. In this chapter, you will learn about one of 
the most significant periods of artistic advancement in Western history.

European Society Changes
ESSENTIAL QUESTION What events helped bring an end to feudalism 
and the Middle Ages?

As you read in Chapter 10, a number of key events took place in 
Europe during the late Middle Ages. They included the growth of 
nations, the onset of a deadly plague, and the Hundred Years’ War. 
All of these events combined to bring an end to feudal society.

The Rise of Nations Under feudalism, numerous small kingdoms 
ruled Europe. This began to change with the development of England 
and France as nations during the 1100s and 1200s. 

As you recall, William the Conqueror led a group known as the 
Normans in conquering all of England. In France, the nobles who 
ruled Paris gradually increased their power and territory until they 
ruled much of the land. Eventually, England and France became 
unified countries under a single government or ruler. As a result, 
individual lords and landowners lost much of their power.

TERMS & NAMES

Silk Roads

humanism

Monastery Ruins 
As the Middle Ages 
ended, so did the use 
of many monasteries 
across Europe—
including this one in 
Yorkshire, England. !
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End of Medieval Institutions The feudal way of life also suffered 
a setback with the onset of a widespread plague and the Hundred Years’ 
War during the 1300s. The deadly plague led to a large population 
decline throughout Europe. This meant that there were fewer serfs to 
work the land. As a result, the feudal system weakened.

Meanwhile, the Hundred Years’ War between England and France 
spelled an end to the age of chivalry. The war featured the use of the 
longbow, which could penetrate armor from a long distance. This new 
weapon quickly made knights and their hand-to-hand style of fighting 
all but useless. 

What role did the plague and the Hundred Years’ War play in the 
decline of feudalism?

The Expansion of Trade
ESSENTIAL QUESTION What effect did the reopening of the Silk Roads 
have on Europe?

As the feudal system faded, cities throughout Europe continued 
to grow. This was due in large part to the expansion of trade and 
the development of a strong merchant class. As you recall from 
Chapters 9 and 10, Europe experienced a revival of trade during 
the late Middle Ages. The main reason for the growth of trade 
was a gradual decline in warfare and invasion. As a result, 
traders once again felt safe to travel long distances.

The Silk Roads Reopen Perhaps 
the most notable example of the return 
of long-distance trade was the reopening 
of the Silk Roads. The Silk Roads Silk Roads were an 
ancient trade route that connected Europe 
with China. After the fall of Rome, 
many viewed the roads as too 
dangerous. As a result, the nearly 
5,000-mile route saw little use.

The rise of the Mongol Empire 
brought security to the region, which 
led to an increase in trade along the 
Silk Roads during the early 1200s. Then, 
in 1271, an Italian trader named Marco 
Polo started a journey along the route. 
Eventually, he reached China. 

Mongol Tile This 
star-shaped tile 
came from the 
Mongol Empire 
that Marco Polo 
visited. !
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After 24 years, Polo returned to Italy with tales of great riches from 
Asia. He wrote about the many places he visited in China, “. . . no 
fewer than a thousand carriages and packhorses loaded with raw silk, 
make their daily entry; and gold tissues and silks of various kinds are 
manufactured to an immense extent.”

The success of Polo’s journey encouraged European merchants to 
increase their trade with Asia. This growth of trade with Asia opened 
Europeans up to a host of new goods and ideas.

How did Marco Polo contribute to the growth of European trade?

New Ways of Thinking
ESSENTIAL QUESTION What is humanism?

The events of the late Middle Ages had a great effect on many 
Europeans. Those who survived the years of plague and war wanted 
to celebrate and enjoy life. Meanwhile, the growth of trade introduced 
more people to new goods and ideas. As a result, new attitudes spread 
across Europe and helped to create new ways of thinking.

GEOGRAPHY SKILLBUILDER
INTERPRETING MAPS
Location How did Marco Polo’s 
route to and from China differ?
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Revival of Classical Learning The 
end of the Middle Ages brought the return of 
learning in Europe. As you recall, education 
had declined during the Middle Ages. This 
was due largely to the fact that war and 
political instability had disrupted society. 
By the 1200s, however, people had grown 
eager once again to gain knowledge and 
understanding.

To achieve greater knowledge, many 
people turned to the past. They revived the 
classical ideas of Greece and Rome. They 
studied a variety of texts from these earlier 
civilizations in the hopes of gaining greater 
knowledge and fulfillment.

The Growth of Humanism The study of 
classical texts and ideas led to a movement 
known as humanism. HumanismHumanism is a way of 
thought that focuses on human beings and 
their potential for achievement. It stresses 
the study of such classical subjects as history, grammar, 
literature, and philosophy. The goal of humanism is to create 
well-rounded individuals and encourage people to achieve 
all they could in life.

The early leader of the humanist movement was an 
Italian poet and scholar named Petrarch. He was one of the 
first thinkers to stress the value of classical learning, or the 
teachings of Greece and Rome. He worked to find and restore 
the works of many important Greek and Roman writers. In 
fact, scholars believe that such significant Latin writers as Cicero 
and Livy might be unknown today if Petrarch had not dug up 
their lost works buried in monastery libraries. 

Humanist Thought Humanism stressed the importance of 
the individual. This way of thinking differed greatly from that of 
medieval times—which placed kings and institutions such as the 
Church above everything else. Humanism also promoted a greater 
balance between intellect and religious faith. Humanist thinkers 
stressed the importance of leading a Christian life. However, they 
challenged people to think for themselves and not blindly accept 
church orders. They also taught that people could enjoy life and 
still be good Christians. This teaching differed from earlier beliefs 
that one had to avoid life’s pleasures in order to please God.

! Humanist Leader 
The early humanist 
leader Petrarch 
helped to preserve 
the work of classical 
writers such as Livy, 
an example of whose 
writing is shown here.
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1 Homework Helper
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A New Age of Creativity  Humanism helped to strengthen
the growing desire among people to experiment, explore, and create.
Indeed, in the wealthy cities of Italy such activities had already begun.
In the next lesson, you will read about an explosion of creativity,
learning, and discovery that began on the Italian peninsula and
gradually spread throughout Europe. This movement is known as the
Renaissance, and it touched nearly every aspect of life. It signaled the
end of the Middle Ages and the beginning of a new era.

How did the ideas of humanism differ from the beliefs of the
Middle Ages?

Lesson Summary
• A number of factors combined to bring about an end

to the Middle Ages and the feudal way of life.

• An increase in trade and the reopening of the Silk
Roads brought new goods and ideas to more people.

• Humanism stressed the importance of individuals
and encouraged human achievement.

Why It Matters Now . . .
Humanist ideas continue to encourage humans to make advances
in all areas of society.

Terms & Names
1. Explain the importance of

Silk Roads humanism

Using Your Notes
Categorizing Use your completed chart to answer
the following question:
2. How did humanism differ from earlier beliefs

about the place of individuals in society?

Main Ideas
3. What were the key factors that led to the decline

of feudalism?
4. What two regions did the Silk Roads connect?
5. What was the main goal of humanism?

Critical Thinking
6. Drawing Conclusions from Sources How did

the reopening of the Silk Roads contribute to new
ways of thinking among Europeans?

7. Making Inferences How did the teachings of
humanism weaken the power of the Church?

Making a Map Using library resources, draw an annotated map of Marco Polo’s journey
on the world map you have created. Include several call-outs from his stops that you found
most interesting.

Impact of Humanism
Old Thinking New Thinking

king and Church 
most important
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Lesson

2
MAIN IDEAS

Economics Wealthy patrons provided financial
support to fuel the Renaissance.

Culture During the Italian Renaissance, artists
and writers made many advances in the arts
and learning.

Science and Technology The Renaissance
witnessed the development of new artistic and
engineering techniques.

TAKING NOTES
Reading Skill: Finding Main Ideas
Finding main ideas and the details to support them
helps you determine the key points of a lesson. Use
a graphic like the one below to list achievements in
various artistic fields.

! Moses The statue Moses is
a famous work by Renaissance
artist Michelangelo. With its
graceful pose and powerful
features, the sculpture highlights
Michelangelo’s unique ability
to give the stone a sense of
movement and life.

EngineeringPainting

Literature

Main Idea:
Renaissance
Achievement

Skillbuilder Handbook, page R2
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Words to Know
Understanding the following words will help you read this lesson:

insight an ability to
see the inner nature of
people or things
(page 435)

The author’s insight into
the lives of ordinary people
showed in his novel.

ideal considered as
being the best possible;
perfect (page 436)

Cities are ideal places to
meet people with different
skills, talents, and ideas.

masterpiece an
outstanding piece of
work, especially artists’
greatest work (page 437)

Many masterpieces that
were originally painted for
private owners are now
displayed in museums.

convey to communicate
or represent (page 438)

The artist was an expert at
conveying the personality of
the individuals he sculpted.



The Italian 
Renaissance
Build on What You Know A creative person is someone 
who is good at using imagination and insight to excel at 
something or to produce new things. People can be creative 
in many ways. Some are creative writers or artists. Others are 
creative with music or computers. Still others show creativity in 
the areas of math or science. Consider the area in which you are 
creative. Then learn about an era of great creativity in Europe. 

The Renaissance Begins in Italy
ESSENTIAL QUESTION What factors helped make Italy the birthplace 
of the Renaissance?

As you just read, Europe experienced a growth of cities and 
trade along with an increased focus on learning and human 
achievement. All of this led to a movement of great creativity 
in art, writing, and thought. This movement is known as the 
RenaissanceRenaissance.

The term Renaissance means “rebirth.” It refers to the rebirth of 
classical art and learning that took place during this time. However, 
Renaissance writers and artists also created new styles and ways 
of thinking. The Renaissance lasted from about 1300 to 1600. The 
Renaissance began in Italy and then spread to all of Europe.

View of Florence 
This painting depicts 
a river scene in 
Florence, Italy, one 
of the centers of the 
early Renaissance. !

TERMS & NAMES

Renaissance

patron 

perspective

Leonardo da Vinci

Michelangelo
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Growth of Independent Trading Cities The Renaissance 
began in Italy for several reasons. For one thing, Italy had been the 
center of the Roman Empire. As a result, artists and writers of Italy 
did not have to go far to revive the styles from this classical period.

Another advantage for Italy was its cities. Many of the trade 
routes that developed between Europe and Asia during this period 
went through northern Italy. As a result, several large urban 
centers developed in the region. They included Florence, Venice, 
and Milan. Cities became the main places for exchanging different 
goods and ideas. Thus, they were ideal locations for creating new styles 
and for spreading Renaissance ideas.

Florence Shines One of the most important and influential cities 
of the early Renaissance was Florence. Florence is located in northern 
Italy along the Arno River. Florence gained importance as a center of 
banking and clothing production. The growth of banking brought 
Florence great wealth. 

By the early 1300s, Florence had a population of around 
120,000—making it one of the largest cities in Europe. Among those 
who made Florence their home were talented artists and writers. Many 
of those who made notable contributions to the Renaissance lived and 
worked in Florence.

One reason that Florence and other Italian cities produced such 
influential artists and writers was that the ruling class actively supported 
the arts. A wealthy merchant class developed in many Italian cities. Many 
of its members became influential leaders. For example, a powerful 

! Classical Era Reborn 
This painting (The 
School of Athens) of 
famous Greek thinkers 
by Renaissance artist 
Raphael shows an 
appreciation of the 
classical period.
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Perspective in Art

SKILLBUILDER
INTERPRETING VISUALS
Where does the central 
activity of the painting take 
place? How do you know?

banking family, the Medici, ruled Florence during the Renaissance. The 
Medici and other wealthy families became patronspatrons of the arts. This meant 
that they encouraged artists to create and supported them financially. Such 
support enabled artists to work full-time on creating their masterpieces.

What made Florence an early center of the Renaissance?

Advances in the Arts 
ESSENTIAL QUESTION In what areas did Renaissance figures make 
notable achievements?

Renaissance artists broke from the past in several key ways. During 
the Middle Ages, art and literature often dealt with religious matters. 
Renaissance artists focused on portraying humans in realistic ways. 
In addition, Renaissance writers and painters experimented with new 
styles and techniques that resulted in unique works. Many of these 
works are still celebrated today for their beauty and realism. 

New Techniques To be sure, Renaissance artists continued to 
portray many religious subjects. But these subjects were shown in 
a more realistic manner. To accomplish this, Renaissance artists 
moved away from the flat, two-dimensional style of painting that 
characterized medieval art. Instead, they used a technique known 
as perspectiveperspective. This technique produced the appearance of three 
dimensions in works of art. As a result, they looked more realistic.

Drawing people in the foreground 
larger than those in the background 
helps to give the painting a three-
dimensional appearance.

To create perspective, artists run parallel 
lines away from the viewer until they 
appear to meet at a spot on the horizon 
called the vanishing point.

! The Marriage 
of the Virgin
(1504), Raphael
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Leading Figures Three artists dominated the Italian Renaissance. 
They were Leonardo da VinciLeonardo da Vinci, MichelangeloMichelangelo, and Raphael. Leonardo 
da Vinci was born outside the village of Vinci, near Florence, in 1452. 
He was trained as a painter. However, he excelled in several subjects, 
including astronomy, geometry, and anatomy. As a painter, he created 
many masterpieces, including The Last Supper and the Mona Lisa.

Michelangelo di Buonarroti Simoni was born in the Italian village 
of Caprese in 1475. He was trained mainly as a sculptor. Michelangelo 
completed many great works, including the sculpture Moses (1516) for 
the tomb of Pope Julius II. The works of Michelangelo were known 
for conveying intense feelings and portraying a sense of power. One 
of his greatest masterpieces was not a sculpture but a huge painting. It 
was painted on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel in Rome.

Raphael was born in Urbino, Italy, in 1483. As a young man, 
he moved to Florence. There he studied the works of great artists 
including da Vinci. One of Raphael’s most famous works was titled 
The School of Athens (see page 436).

Michelangelo (1475–1564)

Michelangelo was known to eat little while 
working and sleep on a cot near his painting or 
sculpture. His famous painting on the ceiling of 
the Sistine Chapel in Rome consists of a series of 
scenes from the Bible. It took him from 1508 to 
1512 to complete the work.

Leonardo da Vinci (1452–1519)

Aspects of da Vinci’s most famous painting, 
Mona Lisa, remain a mystery. Critics continue 
to wonder what the woman with the slight 
smile is thinking. Even more mysterious is 
the fact that da Vinci painted the work for a 
wealthy merchant but kept it by his side 
until his death.

! Part of the Sistine Chapel 
ceiling, including detail from 
The Creation of Adam

! Mona Lisa is 
thought to be a 
portrait of 24-
year-old Lisa 
Gherardini. She 
was married to a 
wealthy Florentine 
merchant, who 
paid da Vinci to 
paint her picture.
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Other Influential Artists Other Renaissance painters made 
their mark on the movement. A painter from Venice named Titian 
used bright colors and broad strokes to set his work apart from other 
artists’. He produced several masterpieces, including Crowning with 
Thorns. Sandro Botticelli was a significant painter from Florence. His 
works are known for their delicate colors, flowing lines, and overall 
poetic feeling. His paintings were generally not as realistic as those of 
other Renaissance artists.

Architecture and Engineering The Renaissance also witnessed 
breakthroughs in building techniques. One of the most influential 
architects of this period was Filippo Brunelleschi. He is perhaps best 
known for designing and building large domes for churches. One of 
his most famous domed cathedrals is the Duomo in Florence. He also 
developed techniques for raising construction materials onto various 
structures and buildings. 

Renaissance Writers Writers broke new ground during the 
Renaissance. Like painters and sculptors of the time, writers 
focused on portraying the real life of individuals. An Italian author 
named Dante Alighieri wrote many poems and nonfiction works. 
His greatest masterpiece was the long poem The Divine Comedy. It 
focused on spiritual development and life after death. 

During the 1200s and 1300s, many European scholars 
preferred to write in Latin. However, Dante often wrote in Italian. 
Influenced by Dante’s example, other Renaissance writers also 
began to use their native language instead of Latin.

Cervantes Many great literary works were produced during the 
Renaissance. Among the notable literary figures of this era was the 
Spanish writer Cervantes. His most famous work was the novel 
Don Quixote. It tells the story of a landowner who imagines that he 
is a knight and goes on many adventures.

Connect to Today

The Duomo 
Brunelleschi’s 
creative work with 
dome architecture 
can be seen in the 
Duomo, a cathedral 
in Florence. !

Primary Source 
Handbook

See the excerpt 
from the Inferno, 
pages R50–51.

Primary Source 
Handbook

See the excerpt 
from Don Quixote,
pages R53–54.
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Machiavelli Another influential writer was Niccolò Machiavelli. 
In 1513, he published his most famous work, The Prince. The book 
takes a realistic look at the world of politics and analyzes how to 
gain and hold political power. 

In what ways did Renaissance works differ from those of 
earlier periods?

Life During the Renaissance
ESSENTIAL QUESTION What groups made up the different social classes in 
Renaissance Italy?

The Renaissance benefited mainly the upper class. In general, only wealthy 
people had time to study classical texts and examine humanist ideas. Most 
members of the middle and lower classes were not well educated. As a result, 
most of them did not take part in Renaissance activities. Over time, however, 
Renaissance ideas gradually spread to more of the population as more people 
became educated.

The Upper Class The upper class of Renaissance Italy 
consisted of nobles and wealthy merchants. The men of this class 
worked to become sophisticated and well-rounded. They learned 
to appreciate Renaissance art and literature. They also sought 
to master the various fields of classical study. Their goal was to 
achieve greatness in many areas. Today, we refer to a man who 
excels in many aspects of life as a “Renaissance man.”

Upper-class women also sought to 
become well-rounded. Many of them 
received an education and developed 
an appreciation for the arts. Some 
became accomplished artists and writers 
themselves. The Italian poet Vittoria 
Colonna, for example, emerged as a 
notable and respected Renaissance writer. 
She exchanged many letters and sonnets 
with Michelangelo.

However, women gained few social or 
political rights during the Renaissance. 
Wealthy women mainly stayed at home. 
They went out only to the market or 
to church. Their main duties in life 
remained overseeing the education of 
their children and supervising servants.

Renaissance Women 
As this painting by 
an anonymous Dutch 
artist shows, upper-
class women in the 
Renaissance were 
expected to engage in 
artistic activities. !

Primary Source 
Handbook

See the excerpt 
from The Prince, 
page R52.
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Other Classes The vast majority of people in Renaissance Italy were
not wealthy. Many were middle-class citizens who made a modest living as
tradespeople or as merchants. An even larger number of people were poor.
These people made up the lower class. They often worked as laborers.

The ideas and breakthroughs of the Renaissance did not reach most
of the poor. However, the movement did spread. In the next lesson, you
will learn how the Renaissance gradually moved
north and influenced the rest of Europe.

Why did the Renaissance influence mainly
the upper class?

Lesson Summary
• The Renaissance first developed in Italy,

which was home to large and thriving cities.

• The Italian Renaissance gave rise to great
achievements in the arts.

• The Renaissance influenced mainly the
upper class of society.

Why It Matters Now . . .
The artistic and literary styles that emerged during the
Renaissance continue to influence society today.

Terms & Names
1. Explain the importance of

Renaissance perspective Michelangelo
patron Leonardo da Vinci

Using Your Notes
Finding Main Ideas Use your completed graphic to
answer the following question:
2. Which achievement do you consider to be the

most significant? Why?

Main Ideas
3. How did Italy’s cities help to make it the

birthplace of the Renaissance?
4. What three artists dominated the Italian

Renaissance?
5. What are the characteristics of a

“Renaissance man”?

Critical Thinking
6. Evaluating Information Do you think the

Renaissance could have occurred without the
presence of large cities? Explain.

7. Comparing and Contrasting How did the
focus and style of Renaissance art differ from that
of the Middle Ages?

Internet Activity Use the Internet to locate a work by one of the artists mentioned in this lesson.
Then write a paragraph describing why it interests you.
INTERNET KEYWORD Renaissance art

EngineeringPainting

Literature

Main Idea:
Renaissance
Achievement

2

! Peasant Life This detail of
Peasants’ Dance by Renaissance
artist Pieter Bruegel the Elder
shows peasants relaxing.
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Cartography

Research Links
ClassZone.com

Extend Lesson 2

Renaissance Advances
Purpose: To learn about the scientific and technological
achievements of the Renaissance

The new ways of thinking that helped drive the Renaissance
touched not only the arts. As you have read, Leonardo da Vinci
made advances in a variety of fields. The work of da Vinci and
other Renaissance thinkers helped to pave the way for continued
progress in a number of scientific and technological areas.

! Past Cartography, or mapmaking, became
more scientific during the Renaissance. This
map from 1489 shows how Europeans
began understanding more about the
world around them.

! Present Global Positioning Systems
(shown here) can tell drivers their exact
location. These devices get their information
from satellites orbiting Earth.
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Human Anatomy

Engineering

!

Past As this drawing by
da Vinci shows, Renaissance
scholars attempted to learn
more about how the human
body worked. Among their
discoveries was that the heart
pumps blood throughout
the body.

! Present Doctors use
magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) to get a detailed look
inside the body. MRIs use
magnetic fields to create
two-dimensional and three-
dimensional images of the
body’s tissue.

! Past Da Vinci designed plans
for many inventions, including flying
machines. This drawing by da Vinci
was based on his understanding of
various scientific principles.

! Present Da Vinci’s design is
recognized as an ancestor of the
modern helicopter.

1. TALK ABOUT IT Which
Renaissance idea do you think
had the greatest impact on the
technology that followed it?

2. WRITE ABOUT IT Write a
paragraph explaining which of
the modern tools described above
you consider most important
and why.
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MAIN IDEAS

Geography The ideas of the Italian
Renaissance spread to northern Europe.

Culture The Northern Renaissance produced its
share of significant art, literature, and learning.

Science and Technology The invention of
the printing press helped to spread Renaissance
ideas throughout Europe.

TAKING NOTES
Reading Strategy: Evaluating Information
Evaluating information may involve organizing the
material in order to better understand its main
idea. As you read about the Northern Renaissance,
use a chart like the one below to highlight the
contributions made by each individual.

! Theater Costume This
outfit resembles one worn by
actors during the Northern
Renaissance in England,
where plays were a popular
form of entertainment.

Skillbuilder Handbook, page R23

Lesson

3

Albrecht 
Dürer

William 
Shakespeare

Johann
Gutenberg
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Words to Know
Understanding the following words will help you read this lesson:

famine a tremendous
and widespread lack of
food (page 447)

Crop failures triggered
a famine that killed
thousands of people.

minute extremely small;
tiny (page 447)

The painter used brushes
with just a few bristles to
add minute details to the
canvas.

dissect to open and
expose parts of an animal
or human being for
scientific examination
(page 449)

They dissected the body to
learn how it worked.



TERMS & NAMES

William 
Shakespeare

Elizabethan Age

Johann Gutenberg 

printing press

vernacular

The Renaissance 
Spreads
Build on What You Know What do you know about 
William Shakespeare? You probably think of him as a writer 
from long ago. Did you know that he wrote the love story Romeo 
and Juliet? Or that a number of his works have been remade as 
modern movies that you may have seen? In this lesson, you will 
learn more about William Shakespeare and other notable artists 
from the Northern Renaissance.

The Renaissance Moves North
ESSENTIAL QUESTION What factors helped the Renaissance 
spread north?

During the late 1400s, Renaissance ideas began to spread north 
from Italy to countries such as France, Germany, Spain, and 
England. This was due in large part to cultural interaction, the 
growth of towns, and support from the region’s powerful rulers. 

Growth of Cities The growth of cities across northern Europe 
aided the spread of the Renaissance. In 1453, the destructive 
Hundred Years’ War between England and France ended. As a 
result, life changed for many people. Trade expanded and cities 
grew rapidly. Renaissance ideas made their way to these cities and 
influenced large numbers of people. The growth of cities also helped 
to create a wealthy merchant class. Like the merchants in Italy, these 
wealthy businesspeople were eager to sponsor artists and writers.

Town Life The 
growth of Ghent 
(in what is today 
Belgium) and 
other cities across 
northern Europe 
helped spread 
the Renaissance 
throughout the 
region. !
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Role of Monarchs The governments of northern Europe also 
stepped forward to support the arts. Italy was not a unified country 
but a collection of powerful and independent cities. However, 
England and France were unified countries ruled by powerful 
monarchs. Many of these rulers took an interest in the arts. They 
viewed artistic achievement as a source of pride for their country. As 
a result, they purchased paintings and provided financial support to 
many artists and writers. 

Cultural Interaction The Italian artists who led the Renaissance 
eventually interacted with painters and writers throughout the rest 
of Europe. In the late 1400s, a war broke out between kingdoms in 
Italy. As the fighting dragged on, many Italian artists fled to the 
safety of northern Europe. There, they shared their new styles and 
techniques. In addition, artists from northern Europe traveled to 
Italy and learned all they could. They then brought Renaissance 
ideas back to their homelands. 

How did northern European monarchs encourage the Renaissance?

Northern Artists and Writers
ESSENTIAL QUESTION How did the Northern and Italian Renaissance differ?

The Northern Renaissance produced a second wave of talented 
painters, writers, and scholars. They made significant advances in 
the arts and learning. The Northern Renaissance and the Italian 
Renaissance differed in several ways. For one thing, northern 
European scholars did not study the classics as much as Italian 
scholars did. In addition, northern artists created works that were 
much more detailed in their presentation of everyday life.

! Patron Monarch An example of a monarch who supported the arts was Francis I of France (left).
He had Italian artists and architects rebuild and decorate his castle at Fontainebleau (above).
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German and Flemish Painters One figure who stood out for 
his realistic and detailed works was the German artist Albrecht Dürer. 
He is considered by many to be the greatest German Renaissance 
artist. Besides paintings, Dürer also created many woodcuts. A 
woodcut is a painted image produced from a wood carving. One of 
the most famous of his woodcuts is 
The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse 
(1498). It portrays death, war, 
plague, and famine—four forces 
that the Bible states will appear at 
the end of the world.

Jan Van Eyck and Pieter Bruegel 
(BROY•guhl) the Elder were two great 
Flemish painters. The term Flemish
describes the people from a region 
of northwest Europe called Flanders 
(now in Belgium). Van Eyck often 
worked for wealthy patrons. His 
paintings contain minute details and 
bright colors. Many of these details 
have deeper meanings. For example, 
in one of his paintings, a single high 
window in a room represents a single 
God. Some of his more famous 
paintings are Annunciation and 
Giovanni Arnolfini and his Bride.

The paintings of Pieter Bruegel 
the Elder often show everyday 
scenes such as peasants dancing or 
children playing. Like other artists 
during the Northern Renaissance, 
Bruegel painted detailed works.

Northern Writers Talented writers also helped to shape 
the Northern Renaissance. The most famous of these northern 
writers was William ShakespeareWilliam Shakespeare. He was born in 1564 in Stratford, 
England. During the late 1580s, he moved to London, where he 
pursued a career in theater. Shakespeare soon became one of the 
more popular playwrights in England. He wrote comedies, tragedies, 
and history plays. His best-known works include A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream, Romeo and Juliet, and Hamlet. 

The works of Shakespeare show that he had a strong understanding 
of human nature. Because of this, his plays still speak to people today. 
His works continue to be performed throughout the world.

! The Four Horsemen 
of the Apocalypse
Dürer’s famous 
woodcut presents a 
frightening image.
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The Elizabethan Age Shakespeare wrote during a time in 
England known as the Elizabethan AgeElizabethan Age. The period was named after 
Queen Elizabeth I. She ruled from 1558 to 1603. Elizabeth promoted 
the Renaissance spirit in England. She was well educated and spoke 
several languages. She also wrote poetry. In addition, she showed 
great support for artists and writers.

What qualities did the paintings of many northern artists have?

Advances in Science and Technology
ESSENTIAL QUESTION What Renaissance advances occurred outside the arts?

The advances made during both the Italian and Northern Renaissance 
occurred not just in the arts. Scholars and thinkers of this age made 
breakthroughs in a variety of fields, including mathematics, science, 
and technology.

Math and Science Renaissance scholars left their mark 
on a number of academic fields. In mathematics, for example, 
thinkers advanced the study of algebra by introducing the use of 
letters in algebraic equations. Meanwhile, Renaissance scientists 
developed new theories about the universe. They also developed a greater 
understanding of the minerals and metals that made up Earth’s surface.

! Claire Danes and Leonardo DiCaprio 
starred in the 1996 film William 
Shakespeare’s Romeo + Juliet.

from Romeo and Juliet
By William Shakespeare

. . . The brightness of her cheek would shame 
those stars
As daylight doth a lamp; her eyes in heaven
Would through the airy region stream so bright
That birds would sing and think it were not night.
See how she leans her cheek upon her hand!
O, that I were a glove upon that hand,
That I might touch that cheek!

Background: The plays of William 
Shakespeare still speak to modern 
audiences. For example, Romeo and 
Juliet has been made into 34 different 
film versions. In this excerpt, Romeo 
reveals his feelings for Juliet as he 
watches her stand at her window. 

DOCUMENT–BASED QUESTION
What two features of Juliet does 
Romeo admire in this excerpt? 

Visual Vocabulary

x + y2 = 6
algebra
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The Printing Press

5 months

5 months

Scholars also made advances in the 
science-related areas of anatomy—the 
study of the human body—and 
cartography, or mapmaking. (See the 
Connect to Today feature on p. 442.) 
As they learned more about the world 
around them, Europeans created more 
accurate maps. They also increased their 
study of anatomy in order to learn more 
about the human body. Scientists, for 
example, first dissected a human body 
for educational purposes in 1315.

The Printing Press Renaissance 
Europe saw many technological 
advances as well. The most significant 
technological advancement was the 
invention of the printing press. This 
invention built on earlier Chinese 
technology known as wood-block 
printing. Under this technique, a printer 
carved a word or a letter on a wooden 
block. The printer then rolled ink on the 
block and used it to print on paper.

During the mid-1400s, a German named Johann GutenbergJohann Gutenberg used 
movable type to invent a printing press. The printing pressprinting press was a 
machine that pressed paper against a full tray of inked movable type. 
Gutenberg used his machine to print a complete version of the Bible 
in 1455. The book became known as the Gutenberg Bible.

The Impact of Printing The printing press had a huge impact 
on European society. Before, printers had to spend many months 
handwriting copies of books. Now, they could produce hundreds of 
copies quickly. As a result, books became cheap enough for many people 
to buy. The availability of so many books encouraged more people to learn 
how to read. It also helped spread new ideas more quickly than ever. 

In addition, the printing press encouraged more authors to write 
in the vernacularvernacular, or their native language. Before this, most authors 
wrote mainly in Latin—the language of ancient Rome and the well 
educated. Now, many more people wanted to read works in their 
own language. As a result, authors wrote to readers in their everyday 
language. Printers across Europe produced works such as the Bible 
in the vernacular. This allowed people to interpret the Bible for 
themselves and draw their own conclusions about religious teachings.

A person could copy a single book in 
about five months.

A printing press could produce 500 
books in the same amount of time.
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3 Homework Helper
ClassZone.com

The Renaissance Spirit The printing press, more than anything
else, fueled the spread of Renaissance ideas. As you recall, these ideas
were based on the humanist principles that people should think for
themselves and work to achieve their potential.

These were the ideas that fueled so many advances in art and
thought during this period. These ideas also led people to take a more
critical look at the institutions around them, including the Church.
In Chapter 14, you will read how Renaissance ideas helped to spark a
major religious reform movement throughout Europe.

What effects did the printing press have on European society?

Lesson Summary
• The growth of cities and the support of monarchs

contributed to the spread of Renaissance ideas.

• The Northern Renaissance produced many great
artists, writers, and scholars.

• Printing and the use of the vernacular helped to
spread Renaissance ideas and increase learning.

Why It Matters Now . . .
Printing is used everywhere in today’s world, including in books,
Web sites, and newspapers.

Terms & Names
1. Explain the importance of

William Shakespeare printing press
Elizabethan Age vernacular
Johann Gutenberg

Using Your Notes
Evaluating Information Use your completed chart
to answer the following question:
2. Who made the most lasting contribution to the

Renaissance? Explain.

Main Ideas
3. Why does Shakespeare’s work remain popular

today?
4. What advances were made in math and science

during the Renaissance?
5. What effect did translating the Bible into the

vernacular have?

Critical Thinking
6. Drawing Conclusions How did the printing press

help strengthen the Renaissance movement?
7. Forming and Supporting Opinions Do you

consider the artistic or the scientific advances of
the Renaissance more important? Explain.

Analyzing Renaissance Art Examine various paintings, sculptures, and buildings done during
the Renaissance. Choose one of your favorite works and identify features that reflect Renaissance
ideas and styles.

Albrecht 
Dürer

William 
Shakespeare

Johann
Gutenberg
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Extend Lesson 3

Create a Quiz Show
Goal: To learn more about the achievements of the Renaissance

Prepare
Divide into groups of four and then into two teams of two. The
two teams will compete to see who can answer questions about
the achievements of the Renaissance in the fastest time.

Do the Activity
1 Work with your teammate to create seven questions about

achievements of the Renaissance as well as about key figures
of the period. One team should draw its questions from
Lesson 2 and the other team from Lesson 3.

2 Write an answer to each of your questions and then have the teacher
review your work. Make any revisions that the teacher suggests.

3 Write each question on one side of a note card. Write the answer
to the question on the other side of the card.

4 One member of your team should then read the
questions to the opposing team. The other
member should time how long it takes for each
answer. Teams may consult the text to find
answers to the questions.

5 Record the times on a sheet of paper and
then work with your partner to answer
the questions from the other team.

Follow Up
Review with your partner the one or
two questions with which you had the
most difficulty.

Extension
Quizzing the Class Determine your
two most challenging questions and
put them before the class to answer.

Materials & Supplies
• sheet of paper
• note cards
• marker or thick pen
• wristwatch
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English
Channel

North
Sea

ENGLAND

FRANCE

London

Extend Lesson 3

Life at the
Globe Theater
Purpose: To learn about daily life in
Renaissance England

A large part of cultural life in Renaissance London
revolved around an open-air playhouse known
as the Globe Theater. The theater was built in
1599 and took its name from its circular design.
Members from every class of society filled the
theater to socialize and watch the latest plays.
The Globe was home to most of the plays of
William Shakespeare.

A The Playwrights The Globe playwrights were
often involved in the production of their plays.
Shakespeare also acted in some of them. He even
tried to keep his plays from being printed so no
other theater could perform them!

B The Lords’ Rooms Special rooms above the stage
were reserved for the wealthiest members of society.
These rooms were well furnished and comfortable
and held no more than four people.

C The Actors The Globe actors often worked for
little money and without much rehearsal. During
Elizabethan times, women were not allowed to
act. As a result, younger or inexperienced actors
usually played the female roles.

D The Yard Members of the lower class paid a
penny to stand in the “yard” and watch the plays.
They sometimes showed their displeasure with
a play by throwing apple cores and other food
items at the actors.

ClassZone.com
Research Links
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1. TALK ABOUT IT How was
the experience of attending a
play at the Globe different for
the upper and lower classes?

2. WRITE ABOUT IT Write a
paragraph explaining why you
think the Globe was a true
symbol of the Renaissance.
Consider what took place there
and who attended.
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VISUAL SUMMARY

ReviewChapter13

TERMS & NAMES
Explain the contribution
that each individual
made to the
Renaissance.

1. Leonardo da Vinci
2. Michelangelo
3. William Shakespeare
4. Johann Gutenberg

MAIN IDEAS
Origins of the Renaissance (pages 428–433)
5. How did the reopening of the Silk Roads affect

Europe?
6. How did humanism try to strike a balance

between human intellect and faith?

The Italian Renaissance (pages 434–443)
7. What role did cities play in the spread of

Renaissance ideas?
8. Why did many Renaissance paintings look more

realistic than earlier works?

The Renaissance Spreads (pages 444–453)
9. What advances in art and science occurred

during the Renaissance?
10. What were the effects of the printing press on

European society?

Culture
 The Renaissance

witnessed many
advances in the arts.

Economics
• The growth of cities helped

the Renaissance spread.
• Wealthy patrons provided

financial support to
many artists.

Science & Technology
• Renaissance scholars made

advances in math and science.
• A key technological

advancement was the invention
of the printing press.

The Renaissance

Geography
• The Renaissance began

in the cities of Italy.
• Renaissance ideas

eventually spread
north to all
of Europe.

Belief Systems
• Humanism stressed the

importance and power
of individuals.

• Humanist beliefs
helped to start the
Renaissance.
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Research Links
ClassZone.com

Technology Activity

Standards-Based Assessment

ClassZone.com
Test Practice

CRITICAL THINKING
Big Ideas: Science and Technology

11. EVALUATING INFORMATION How might
the ideas of humanism have helped lead
to advances in human anatomy?

12. MAKING INFERENCES Why might
describing Leonardo da Vinci as solely a
Renaissance artist be incomplete? Give
examples.

13. UNDERSTANDING CAUSE AND
EFFECT What effect did the printing
press have on the dissemination of
information?

ALTERNATIVE ASSESSMENT
1. WRITING ACTIVITY Write a paragraph

explaining any similarities and differences
you see between the invention of the
printing press and the Internet.

2. INTERDISCIPLINARY ACTIVITY—SCIENCE
Consider a question about how your
body works. For example, what do your
lungs do? What is the role of your liver?
Research your question and summarize
your findings in a paragraph.

3. STARTING WITH A STORY Review the story
“A Fierce Competition.” Explain
what you think drove so many
artists and writers to create

during the Renaissance.

4. CREATING A GRAPHIC ORGANIZER
Use the Internet, library, and this chapter
to research more about any five people
mentioned in the text. Create a graphic
organizer that includes the following
information about each individual:
• Country of origin
• Years lived
• Type of artist
• Major works

Interpreting Visuals The following detail
is from the painting The Birth of Venus by
Renaissance artist Botticelli. Use the image
and your knowledge of history to answer the
questions.

1. What feature of Venus does
Botticelli attempt to make most
noticeable?
A. ears
B. hair
C. eyes
D. mouth

2. The detailed and lifelike
facial features of Venus are a
characteristic of which term?
A. realism
B. Stoicism
C. feudalism
D. humanism

Additional Test Practice, pp. S1–S33
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